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and the electric current density 

i = ("V2rc I 3 r (314)) ne'1'E'1• 1 a '1•N;(• (mf-L)''·. 

Finally, for eEl » (jJ./m) t/2kT the second term in the expression for Af predominates, and Af 
2p3m/15l1J. 2• 

In this case* we obtain for the distribution function the value 

and for the current density 

(19) 

(20) 

These formulas contain the unknown parameters ;\, a, the effective mass m, and also the number of 
electrons per unit volume n. If it were possible to perform measurements in all three ranges of electric 
field dependence, all of these unknown parameters could be determined. It should be remembered, how
ever, that the magnitudes of the parameters can cause overlapping of the phonon and roton regions and 
thereby complicate somewhat the interpretation of the experimental results. For example, the condition 
(j.t/m) 1/ 2kT « eEl corresponds to eEl » t.., and the creation of several rotons, as well as phonons, 
can accompany the scattering of electrons by a roton. In this case the dependence ( 17) will be observed 
in place of ( 20). Experimental investigation of the behavior of particles of small effective mass in He II 
would be of definite interest. 

I would like to express my deep gratitude to L. D. Landau and I. M. Khalatnikov for their helpful dis
cussions of this work. 
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Thermal convection which arises above the limit of stability is investigated for a plane liquid 
layer. A dependence of the amplitude of motion on a parameter which characterizes the de
parture from critical conditions has been obtained. Possible symmetry of the flow is discussed. 

*ra analogous situation can in principle arise for the scattering of electrons by heavy atoms. Here an 
..... E2 3 dependence for the current is also obtained, but with different numerical coefficients; this is un
derstandable, since A2 is different for ions. In this case, however, the electrons have sufficient energy 
for ionization, which must be taken into account. 
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HEAT transfer in a plane liquid layer with constant temperature gradient was studied experimentally 
by Benard, 1 who showed that for certain values of a downward-directed temperature gradient pure ther
mal conduction is replaced by convection with certain characteristics in a stationary mode; the flow is 
divided among regular vertical hexagonal prisms and thus possesses hexagonal symmetry. The critical 
gradient at which convection occurs has been calculated in several papers (see Ref. 2), but the utilization 
of linearized hydrodynamic equations permitted the determination of only the magnitude of the periods. 
The determination of the symmetry and amplitude of the motion for supercritical gradients requires study 
of the nonlinear equations. The present paper presents the results of such an investigation for modes 
close to the critical value. 

A plane horizontal liquid layer of thickness h is bounded above and below by two planes between 
which a constant temperature difference is maintained. The boundary conditions can be taken in three 
forms: (a) two rigid planes, (b) one rigid plane and one free surface, and (c) two free surfaces. The last 
case is distinguished by the simplicity of its equations. Benard's experiments were performed under 
conditions (b). We shall write the basic equations of stationary convection as follows (see Ref. 3): 

1 ap A (vV) v =- ----- ~ga + vuv, 
p ax div v = 0, (vVO)- Avz = zilO. (1) 

Here p and e are small deviations, due to convection, from the equilibrium pressure P and tempera
ture T: 

P =Po- pgz + p; T =- Az +To+ 6, 

v is the velocity of the motion; {3 = -p-1(8 p/8T )P. The boundary conditions at the rigid surface are: 

6=0, Vz=O; avzlaz=O (Vx=Vy=O), (1a) 
and at the free surface: 

(1b) 

For convenience we shall retain the vector notation only for variables in the horizontal plane 
x = (x, y), separating the z coordinate; for all quantities we shall employ a Fourier expansion in these 
variables: 

v (x, y, z) = ~ vk (z) eiJ<x 
h 

(2) 

and similarly for vz, p and e. By virtue of the boundary conditions Voz = 0. The velocity vk(z) is re
solved into components which are parallel and perpendicular to the wave vector k: 

VP. = V~< + k (kv~<) I k2 • 

The second and third equations of (1) become 
i (kvn) + dvhz I dz = 0, 

Eliminating the pressure in the first equation, 

we also obtain 

- v (t~- k2)" vkz + k2 ~g~" = ~ {k2 [i (kv"') vk"z 
k'+k"=k 

+ 1z (vh'z vk"z) J + i 1z [i (kvk') (kvk") + 1z (vk'z (kvk" )) ]} , 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
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Finally, we give the equations for the Fourier components with k = 0: 

Before proceeding to study the equations which have been derived we shall determine the vectors k 
of the Fourier series (2). As was shown by the investigation of stability in Ref. 2, when the critical tem
perature gradient is attained there arises convective motion of the form ® 
f( z) eila with a certain value k = Ko which depends on the experimental con- li 
ditions (a, b or c). In (2), and similarly in the expansions for Vz and e, we a~b xa_ abx 

shall call vkz with k = Ko the principal term. It is easy to determine all ~ 
such vectors of the flow. Indeed, as can be seen from (3)-(6), corrections 
to the principal terms with k = Ko will consist of terms with wave vectors 
which are again equal in magnitude to K0• Therefore, if (2) contains a term a b 
with the wave vector K(IKI =Ko) there must also be terms with the vectors 
a and b (a = b = Ko), thus forming the equilateral triangle of Fig. a. It is clear that there are altogether 
six such vectors K, a, b, K, a, b, which are represented together in Fig. b. The Fourier components which 
are thus designated, for all quantities, comprise the set of principal terms of the solution; the remaining 
terms correspond to wave vectors representing various sums of the six principal vectors and will be 
small for temperature gradients near the critical value. 

We shall write the principal terms in the form 

V;z =X; f (z); 6i = X;tp (z), 

where2 

{(d2 I dz2 - x~)3 + (A~gxg I xv)} f (z) = 0; 9 (z) = (vI x~~g) (d2 1 dz2 -x~)2f (z). (7) 

It will be sufficient hereinafter to confine ourselves to terms of the third order in X, i.e., to take into 
account all triple combinations of the principal vectors. This means that all quantities vkz and ek can 
be obtained up to terms of the second order in X; in other words, in addition to the corrections (j v K z and 
MK (and similarly for a, b etc.) to the expressions in (7), it is necessary to obtain the Fourier compo
nents for the velocities and temperature corresponding to wave vectors each of which is a sum of two 
principal vectors; for example f = IC + b, 21C, o etc. We note that by virtue of the equation of continuity 
(3) expressions of the form ( qy1) in (4) and (5) can be rewritten as 

(qv1) = (qvz) + i (ql) l-2 dvzz I dz. 

From (6) it follows, to terms of the second order, that 

('!!__ _ 12) (qv) = · ~ {[(qk") _ (ql) (lk")] [.!-._ ( dvh"z) (lk') dvk'z dvk"z]} 
v dz2 l L L.J k"" l2k"2 d Vk'z- -~-- -- • 

k'+k"=l z dz k dz dz 

Substituting the expressions in (7) we see that for all required l. and q the right-hand side vanishes. 
Second-order terms in {qVJ.) vanish so that in (4) and (5) we can write 

(qvz)---? i ( ql) l-2 dvzz I dz. 

For brevity we introduce the notation 

D ... = (d2 I dz2 - x~). 

From (4) and (5), including third-order terms in X, we obtain 

D 3 a k2 A~g 6 1 ~ D2 { d o ) (kk') dvk'z A ~ { [ d (kk') dvk'z l 
k k + -y;;- k =X L.J k iii (vk'z vk" - ~ ([Zek"} + Xv LJ k2 IIi (vk'z vk"z)- 712 -d- vk"'z 

h'+k'=k k'+k"-k z j 

+ (kk") .!-._ [(kk') dvk'z dvh"z _ .!-._ ( dvk"z')]} {8) 
k" 2 dz k' 2 dz dz dz Vk'z dz · 

The magnitude of the dimensionless parameter y = A{3gh4/x v determines the possibility of the existence 
of stationary convective motion. The critical value Yo at which instability arises2 is for two rigid sur
faces z 1708, for one free surface ~ 1100 and for two free surfaces ~ 657. We shall write (8) for the K 

component as follows: 
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where RK ( e3 ) is the right-hand side of (8) and 6. 'Y = 'Y- 'Yo· The homogeneous equation has the solution 
cp( z), with 'Yo possessing the same meaning. The condition 

which is required for the solution of (8), leads to the determination of the amplitude of motion X. This 
condition has the form 

x~ b.y \' 1 \' 2 { d ('Y.k') dvh'z (J } Ax~\' "" J d ('Y.k') dvk'z \ 
---;j<Xx~frpdz=X~{Dxf) ~ dz(vk'z(Jn,)-fi'2llZ k' dz+x_v~f L; tdi(vk'zVk•z)-FIJZVk'zJdz 

k'+k"~x k'+k =x 

~ ~ c}!_ "" { (kk") [!-_ (v , dvk"z) _ (kk') dvk, z dvk'z] \ dz + xv dz ...::::J k" 2 dz k z dz k' 2 dz dz / · 
h'+R"=X 

(9) 

Second-order terms in X drop out, as is shown by substitution of (7) into the right-hand side;* for 
the purpose of calculating third-order terms it is necessary to obtain the corrections to Vz and e. Such 
corrections appear for the following quantities (see Fig. b): 

oaa = Xb'Xx~1 (z); o6b = X-;Xx~1 (z); o6! = XxXb~2 (z); oOg = XaXx~2 (z); o02x = X~~a (z); 

o6o = (I X a 12 +I X a i2 + I Xx 12) ~4 (z). OVaz = XbX,(t)l (z); OVbz = X-;Xx'f/1 (z); OVjz = XxXb'f/2 (z); 

OVgz = XxXa'f/ 2 (z); OV2x = X~Tj3 (z). 
Using these designations (9) becomes 

~~~~ ~ (fD2f) dz =(I X a 12 + I Xb 12) ~ {~ [Df't (Til+ TJ2) + 2f' DfTJ1l - f D2f' (~1 + ~2 + ~4)- ~2]_ f' (~1- ~2 + 2~,)} dz 

+I Xx/2 ~{ ~ [f"'f- f"f'l TJa +[~a (D2tf'- D2f'f)- ~' fz<tD 2f}]}dz 

where primes denote differentiation with respect to z. Two other equations are then obtained directly by 
the substitutions: K-a, a-b, b-K, or K-b, a-K, b-a. 

The solution of these equations is obviously lxKI = lxal = lxbl; the amplitude of convective motion is 
then proportional to the square root of the parameter 6. 'Y which characterizes the supercritical heat 
transfer mode. But our equations contain only the absolute value of X so that the phase relation cannot 
be determined. It is clear how this has come about: when we write (9) for eK, say, we must select in R 
all combinations corresponding to any three principal vectors whose vector sum is x. It is easily seen 
from the figure that any such combination must be of the form XKixd 2 so that XK is cancelled and (10) 
contains only the square of the modulus of X. Fourth-order terms in X in (9) obviously drop out. In the 
fifth order it is possible to obtain a combination which is not proportional to XK : the sum 2a + 2b + K in 
the right-hand side gives a term which is proportional to XK ,..., xixt. Writing X= lxl eic5, we obtain be
cause of the reality of the coefficients the following phase relation: 

oa + ob- ox= 0, 7tj2. 

In the first case it is .possible to make all phases equal to zero by shifting the coordinate origin. The 
principal term in the solution becomes 

Oz= B ( ~) f (z) V 11; {cos x0y + cos ;o- (Y+ V3 x) + cos ;o (y- V3 x)} (lla) 

where the y axis is parallel to K. This solution possesses hexagonal symmetry; in the (x, y) plane it 
represents a periodic structure of regular hexagonal prisms of the length 47r /Ko along each side of the 
base; the liquid flows upward at the center of each prism and doWnward along the walls.2 

In the second case, with a suitable choice of the coordinate origin, the solution can be written as 
follows: 

Oz=B(-e-)t(z) V-~Y {sin }(Y+V3x)+sin "2° (y-V3x)-sinx0y}. (llb) 

This flow permits three-fold rotations around the vertical axis (the z axis) and is symmetric with re
spect to the x axis, but changes sign with the substitution y- -y. In the horizontal plane it breaks up 

*For symmetrical boundary conditions this is clear from simple considerations, since the solution of 
f( z) is symmetrical with respect to z = 0. 
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into alternate equilateral triangles of side length 47r/,13i((,, in each of which the liquid flows upward or 
downward, respectivelY.. 
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A decision as to which of the two types of flow will occur in reality could be reached theoretically only 
by investigating fifth-order terms in X in the basic equations of convection, but in actuality it would be 
difficult to do this. For a liquid layer on a rigid plate experiment1 favors the first type of flow. 

The equations for the ~ functions are 

[D3 + ~.y ]~1 = xgz;gx {D2 (fD2f' + tD2f)- A~;g (tDf' + ~Dt)}; 

[(D- 2x~) 3 + 3~/]~2 = x~ ~:X {(D- 2x~) 2 (fD2f'- f~D2f)- 3A2~:X~ fDf'}; (12) 

[(D- 3x~) 3 + 4x~ Y] ~ 3 = -.v_ {<D- 3x2) 2 (f D2f'- f' D 2f) + ZA~gx~ (f'f"- ff"')}; d 2~./ dz2 = (2"1 I x~~gx) d (f D 2f) I dz, 
h• x~ ~gx o v 

and the expressions for the TJ functions are 

A1)1 = - xD~1 + 2 (fr.p' + 112 r.pf'); A'YI2 =-X (D- 2x~) ~2 + 2 (fq/ - 112 r.pf'); A'Yla =-X (D- 3x~Ha + (fr.p'- f'r.p). (13) 

The calculation of these quantities subject to the boundary conditions 1a and 1b would be very laborious 
for the general case. The problem becomes simpler only in the somewhat hypothetical case of a liquid 
with two free surfaces. We present the results in so far as they are of a general character. 

In this case the critical value is 'Yo= 277!" 4/4, K~ = 7r2/2h2 and f(z), which determines the dependence 
of the vertical velocity component on height, can be taken in the form 

rrz ( 9'1r.2 rrz) f (z) = cos 7i or r.p (z) = Z';,gh• cos 7i . 

Equations (12) and (13) can be solved simply and give for ~ and 71 

• 9vrr[9+xfv] 

'1 = 52x~gh l 
• 9vrr [121 + 27x 1 v] . 2rrz 
' 2 = 2500x~gh X Sin h ' 

• 9vrr 
'• = 4x~gh 

~3 = 0. 

h [I -1 3Xf ''l 

By substituting these expressions in (10) we can determine X. For example, the temperature distribu
tion for the first type of flow is given by 

- 4Ah vtJ.y cos (rrz I h) { '!Jt ~ v- ~ - V3 ) } 
ll(xyz)- 3rr yY1.35+0.08xfv+0.14;('/v• cos2h+cos4h(Y+ 3x)+cos4h(y x (14) 

The development of convection is conveniently characterized by the ratio of the maximum temperature 
change in the (x, y) plane, Tmax- Tmin• to the vertical temperature difference T1 -T2 = Ah: 

T max- T min = i_ v j{;.y ( 1.35 + 0.08 L + 0.14 ~)-'I>. 
T 1 -T2 rrV y v v 

We note in conclusion that the form of the dependence of the coefficient in (14) on the Prandtl number 
is the same for any boundary conditions. This results from the fact that the solution of the linear equa
tion f ( z) = f ( z/h) depends only on the critical value y0, and also on how (12), (13) and (10) contain the 
different dimensional quantities. Thus the strength of stationary thermal convection in a plane liquid 
layer for modes near the critical point is proportional to the square root of the parameter which charac
terizes supercriticality, whereas dependence on the Prandtl number appears in a denominator as the 
square root of a polynomial of not higher than the second degree. The flow belongs to one of the two 
types of symmetry represented by (lla) and (llb). 

The author is indebted to Academician L. D. Landau for valuable suggestions and assistance. 
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